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1. In ________, the two protectorates were amalgamated into the colony and 
protectorate of Nigeria

     	      1924

     	      1934

     	      1904

     	--->> 1914

2. _________ emphasis that laws derive from specific culture, and historical contexts 
and reflect the spirit and community life of a people.

     	      Social historical school

     	      Political social school,

     	--->> Cultural historical school

     	      Political cultural school

3. Early philosophers and social theorists gave the phenomenon of law some thoughts 
in their works except one

     	--->> William

     	      Hume

     	      Montesquieu

     	      Aristotle

4. _________is one of the early exponent and prominent of the view of utilitarialism

     	--->> Jeremy Bentham,

     	      Karl marx

     	      president of appeal court

     	      Max Weber

5. Thomas Hobbes regarded as the ________ where the strong would deprive the 
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weak of all his rights and where life would be short, brutish etc.

     	      state of the nation

     	--->> state of nature

     	      wicked nature

     	      undemocratic

6. Other means of _______ such as religions sanctions, norms and customs

     	--->> social control,

     	      Social regulation,

     	      Political control,

     	      Sanctions

7. The yardstick of determining whether a particular law is right or wrong is called____

     	--->> morality

     	      Behavior

     	      Custom

     	      Culture

8. The ________ emphasis is the essence, aim and hallmark of any legal system

     	      Traditional

     	--->> natural law school

     	      Constitutional

     	      Social

9. The Nigerian laws derive mainly from the following sources except one

     	      the recurred laws from Britain

     	      Cases

     	      Customary law

     	--->> National laW
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10. ________ is a term used for serious offences like armed robbery, murder,  and 
rape .

     	--->> Felony

     	      Rape

     	      misdemeanor

     	      Offender
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